INTRODUCTION
Generalizations of Pareto optimality have been studied by a number of authors. In finite dimensions such work is exemplified by Corley [ 5 ] , DaCunha and Polak [10] [16] , Neustadt [191, and Ritter [20] . An extensive bibliography on Pareto optimality, its extensions, and applications is given in [ 11.
In this paper a duality theory is developed using the concept of saddlepoints for a problem in which the maximization of a function into possibly infinite dimensions is defined in terms of a cone. The results here extend the work of Tanino and Sawaragi [211 to infinite dimensions. A distinction is also made here between the notions of weak and strong optimality. Distinguishing between the two concepts allows the removal of the assumption of properness in [211 in establishing a relationship between the primal and dual problems, as well as permits additional duality relationships to be proved.
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper let X, Y, Z be real normed linear spaces, each with zero element e as clear from context, and let A c X, C c Y, D c Z, f: X-t Y, and g: x-t z. The following definitions and easily established properties concerning cones are needed. DEFINITION 1. A set C in y is a cone if Ay E C for all y E C and A ~ 0.
A pointed cone C is one for which C n -C = {()}, and a convex cone C is one for which ).I YI + ).2 Y2 E C for all YI , Y2 E C and ).1' ).2 ;;:J: 0. DEFINITION 2. Let C be a pointed cone in Y and B c Y. For YI , Y2 E Y write YI~cY2 if Y2-YIEC. If Y2-YIEC\{()}, write YI<cY2; if Y2 -YI E Co (the interior of C), write YI ~c Y2 .The point Yo E B is a strong maximal element of B with respect to C, denoted Yo E max B, if there exists no Y E B for which Yo <cy. Similarly, Yo E B is a weak maximal element of B with respect to C, denoted Yo E wmax B, if there exists no Y E B for which Yo ~c y. The set sup B of strong supremal elements of B with respect to C is defined as sup B = max jj, where jj is the closure of B, and the set wsup B of weak supremal elements as wsup B = wmax jj.
The cone C in Definition 2 need not be pointed to define the above order relations; However, pointedness simplifies slightly the statement of the definition, and subsequent results are restricted to pointed cones. It is obvious that a strong maximal element is a weak maximal element, while in R I there is no distinction between the two. 
there does not exist x E A such that
Similarly, (Xo, so) is said to be a strong saddlepoint of L(x, s) if the inequality <c replaces the inequality ~c in (2) and (3).
A saddlepoint in Definition 6 can be explained as follows. Condition (3) states that Xo is a (weak or strong) maximal point of A for the objective function L(x, so) with respect to the cone C. Furthermore, according to (2), So is a maximal point of B+(Z, Y) for L(xo, s) with respect to the cone -C. This last statement might be interpreted as So being a minimal point with respect to C. Definition 6 thus describes a generalization of the saddlepoint problem associated with the maximization of a real-valued objective functions such as presented in [18] . This set of weak maximal elements is written wminIUseB+(z.y) W(s)]. The strong dual problem SO for P is the problem 
HencexoEAng-1(D) from (1).
We next prove that Xo is a strong maximal point for P. To do so, first let s be the zero functional. Then from (5) and (2) So g(xo) = (J.
Now assume that the feasible point Xo is not a strong maxim~l point. Then
there exists x E A with g(x) E D for which f(x) -f(xo) E C\{(J}. Using (6), the fact that So g(x) E C, and Definition I we conclude that L(x, so) - Since (J E C, we have that
Let y E Co. Then
It follows from (7) and (8) that I(y) > 0 for all y E Co. An argument utilizing the continuity of I and the convexity of C further establishes that I E C+. Next write
for all xEE,ylEC,y2ECO.
Take Yl = Y2 E Co in (9) to obtain that If(x) ~ If(xo) for all x E E, so in R I Xo maximizes If(x) subject to x E A and g(x) E D. By a standard Lagrange multiplier theorem in [ 18 ] , there exists Uo E D + with Uo g(xo) = 0 for which
for all x E A.
Since Co * QJ and I(y) > 0 for all y E Co, choose Yo E Co such that I(yo) = 1. This choice is possible since Co U {8} is also a cone. (3) is proved.
To demonstrate (2), suppose to the contrary that there exists s E B + (Z, Y)
for which
But then (6), (11), and Property 3 imply that sg(xo) E -Co. Since s E B + (Z, y) and g(Xo) E D, we thus arrive at a contradiction to complete the proof. I
The following corollary is stated for reference in the next section. 
DUALITY RELATIONSHiPS
Theorem 3 below is a generalization of the weak duality theorem of mathematical programming which states that the value of the primal objective function at any feasible point is never larger than the value of the dual objective function at any feasible point. THEOREM 3. Suppose that C is a pointed convex cone in Y, Xo is feasible to P (i.e., Xo E A n g-I(D)), and So is feasible to WD (i.e., So E B+(Z, Y)).
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Then there does not exist Y(l E W(S(l) such that Y(l ~cf(x(l). A similar relationship involving <c holds for SD.
Proof
The result is proved only for WD. Suppose to the contrary that there exists Y(l E W(S(l) such that
Since Y(l E wsup(f + s(l g)(A), there does not exist x E A for which f(x) + s(l g(x) -Y(l E Co. But x(l E A, ~o in particular
Upon adding s(l g(X(l) E C to (12) and using Property 3, a contradiction to ( 13) is obtained and the result is established. I D need not be a cone, A does not have to be a convex, and no concavity restrictions are placed on f or g in Theorem 3. A stronger result requires these assumptions. Theorem 4(a) below may be very loosely interpreted in the context of mathematical programming as follows. A solution to the primal implies the existence of a solution to the dual, and the values of the two objective functions are equal. Theorem 4(b) is somewhat similar; it should be obvious that the conclusion of (b) is equality in R I. 
Add SI g(X(l) E C to (15) to get f(x(l) + SI g(X(l) -YI E CO (16) by Property 3. But (16) contradicts the assumption that YI E W(SI)' so (14) is established.
(b) Since yo E wmin[UseB+(z.y) W(s)], there exists s E B+(S, Y) for which yo E W(s). Let Xo be a weak maximal point for P. It follows immediately from Theorem 3 that f(xo) -Yo e CO. On the other hand, from Corollary 2 there is an So E B+(Z, Y) for which f(xo) E W(so). Since yo E wmin[UseB+(z.y) W(s)], Yo -f(xo) e Co. The conclusion of (b) now follows. I 
seB+(Z.Y)
By comparing (17) and (18), Theorems 3 and 4 are easily verified for this example.
